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 Battlefield 1 Sound Files When playing the game Battlefield 1, players can sometimes hear the sounds of other players in the
game. This is an authentic feature. The sounds are usually hidden, and a players can hear each other in the game only if the other

player wants to be visible. If you want to get used to the sound in the game, you can select the following options. There are
various sound options to turn on or off sounds for your equipment and vehicle, as well as objects on the battlefield. You can also
set your own preferred sounds for equipment, weapons, vehicles and other game objects. Note that some sounds are assigned to

the master settings and you can use those to turn off sound settings that you do not like. You can find them in the Sound
Settings, Master and player sounds section. In the following sections, you will find detailed descriptions and screenshots for the
most common settings for sounds in Battlefield 1. Player sounds The sounds of your teammates are the default sounds for your
game. You can select either global settings or a specific setting for your team to sound like. You can find the different sound

settings in the following sections: Master settings Sounds for weapons and equipment Selecting a sound for weapons and
equipment Press ESC to open the menu. In the above image, we can see that the player is in the shadows, so he is invisible. The

other player is visible and the second player has his sound settings set to be louder than the sound settings for the first player.
The colors have no relation to any other setting and they only give you a general idea of the sounds in your game. In the above
image, we can see that the player has his sound settings set to a softer volume than the other player. The first player is visible

and the second player has his sound settings set to a louder volume. Battlefield 1 Sound Settings Sorting by name You can sort
the sounds by their name alphabetically. The sound names will be sorted the following way: aa bb cc dd ee ff gg hh ii jj kk ll

mm nn oo pp qq rr ss tt uu vv ww xxx yy zz. Sorting by category You can also sort the sounds by their category. In the
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